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Abstract

The Authority of the ICJ precedents in International Law
Karem L. Cárdenas Ynfanzón[1]
The importance that legal operators assign to precedents of international courts and
tribunals is evident in international law. Their precedents in legal argumentation is
capable of constrainingbehaviour of international legal operators, either consciously or
unconsciously. But among the different international courts and tribunals, it is undeniable
that decisions of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) have a special power in the field,
particularly in shaping the method that we –international lawyers– use to perform in
international law. For instance, despite the fact that the ICJ’s advisory opinions are not
legally binding and its judgments only bind the States parties to the case[2], legal
operators grant authority[3]to them, constraining them most of the time to follow the
same legal reasoning or reach the same outcome in different areas of international law,
regardless of agreeing or disagreeing with the ICJ.
The authority granted to ICJ decisions can be understood if we first consider that
“precedents”, in general, work like “a system of argumentative constrains meant to build
past-based and future-determinative coherence.”[4]In that sense, the authority of
precedents is used to convince and compel others, by way of past-based and futuredeterminative constrains, to behave in a certain way or reach certain outcomes. With the
ICJ precedents being embedded in this theoretical framework, and unlike other courts
and tribunals, the authority of ICJ precedents are specially boosted by the authority that
the international law community grants to ICJ itself[5]. As a result, then, the ICJ
decisions have impacted the argumentative methodology in international law. For

instance, the former ICJ judge Guillaume describes precedents as “the starting point of
judges’ reflections”.[6]We can see that in the case Land and Maritime Boundary between
Cameroon and Nigeria before the ICJ. There, the court stated that, indeed, the legal
reasoning used in the Right of Passage over Indian Territoryhad no direct effect on the
case; however, “[t]he real question is whether, in this case, there is cause not to follow
the reasoning and conclusions of earlier cases.”[7]
But further reflections from Guillaume are also quite telling of the other reasons for
granting authority to ICJ precedents. For instance, he manifests that judges hold on to
precedents “for the sake of legal certainty.”[8]Indeed, one of the effects of this
constraining power of ICJ precedents is that they have contributed to increase
international law predictability and certainty. It is true that legal operators do not always
follow precedents, however, in general terms, the authority of ICJ precedents is
considered the rule most of the time, with occasional deviances.
With the above in mind, this paper is aimed to analyse precisely the contribution of the
ICJ precedents in the argumentative methodology in international law. It will expose that
an important part of the practice of international law is performed by relying on the ICJ
precedents. They have rendered International Law practice into “an argumentative
practice that operates in institutional contexts characterized by adversity”.[9]Hence, the
authority of ICJ precedents in International Law is a constraining power but also a source
of stability providing the field with predictability and certainty.
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